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Flannery’s Drywall trims create an aesthetic division between 
drywall panels on vertical walls and ceilings. Drywall trims can 
be used to create horizontal or vertical lines and can intersect 
cleanly where desired, including divisions between drywall
and dissimilar materials such as doors, window frames, ceilings 
and floors. Flannery offers many of its drywall trims with
alignment splices to ease the installation process and create
crisp and clean butt joints and lines.  

Trim Purpose

Aluminum drywall trims can be used on walls and ceilings, and vary depending on the style 
of the design or the area where the trim will be placed. From V-reveals to Beveled Corners, 
Shadow Molds to Ceiling Trim, there is an option that will fit with any home or business to 
enhance its design.

Aluminum Drywall Trims
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Shape Finder for Aluminum Drywall Trims

Drywall Reveal • DWR Drywall F-Mold • DWRF Drywall Shadow Mold • DWSM Drywall V-Reveals • DWV 

Drywall L Metal • DWLDrywall End Enclosure • DWE Drywall Outside Corner •DOC

Drywall Reveal Corner •DWRW

Beveled Drywall Corner •BDC                         

W-Transition Mold • WTM Drywall Ceiling Trim • DWRCT Concealed Fastener Trim•CFT 
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Flannery’s 3-Way Corner Cap

Flannery offers Radius shapes and prefabricated factory intersections and corners.  Radius shapes are factory curved or bent 
pieces of material that are necessary when Flannery trims run along a “curved” or “radiused” interior or exterior plane. We 
also offer prefabricated intersections and corners. Flannery’s prefabricated intersections and corners for interior or exterior 
trims  can be manufactured with the same or different molding.  They are used to completed intricate building designs that 
utilize intersecting lines.

Today’s homeowner is inundated with new home
construction products on a daily basis if they spend any 
time watching the popular DIY shows on cable. New
home buyers don’t want a “cookie-cutter” home and the 
home builder must find a way to accommodate that
without production costs going through the proverbial 
roof. Flannery offers a solution to this dilemma. That 
solution is our Steel Drywall products. Flannery Trim
manufactures an array of different steel trims for interior 
gypsum board like our Shadow Mold which is a base,
door and window reveal trim product. After 40 years,
we still manufacture our very first trim known simply as
FAST MASK.

Flannery Fact:         
Flannery offers a wide range of finishes for our aluminum 
products that can suit the look of any exterior or interior wall 
installation. Why fuss with field priming and painting when our 
factory painter can apply a Kynar or powder coated paint for you? 
Any color can be matched, whether the client goes to their local 
paint retailer or the architect specifies a color. We also have the 
resources to have our aluminum trims color anodized. Anodized 
colors range from a light to a dark bronze as well as Black, Gold
and Champagne.
 

Flannery has been offering brushed and polished finishes for our 
trims for a number of years, but we have just recently discovered a 
way to have some of our product profiles polished to look like 
Gold, Brass and even Copper (or Rose Gold). These types of metal 
finishes are excellent compliments to Millwork and custom
wood panel projects.  
 

While there is an additional cost for Flannery to provide you with 
a factory finish, in many instances those costs are offset by the 
savings of not having on-site labor do the application of finishes 
to the trims. Contact us if you would like to get a sample of one of 
our factory finishes. Flannery has new polish samples available
show everyone our finish capabilities.

Bullnose Corner 

Metal Fast Mask® • FM 

Flannery Steel Drywall Products
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Aluminum Drywall Trims
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Custom Radius, Intersections and Corner Trims
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Trim Purpose

Shape Finder for Aluminum Plaster Trims
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Flannery’s Plaster trims create an aesthetic reveal in
any stucco wall system by breaking up plaster or stucco 
walls and creating horizontal and vertical reveal lines. 
They can also be used where a stucco wall terminates
at an opposing wall or dissimilar material. Flannery’s 
Plaster trims come in a number of depths for different 
stucco thicknesses as well as a number of reveal widths 
for just the right design look. Select sizes of Flannery’s
Plaster trims are also available with Aluminum
Alignment Splices or Vinyl Connectors to ease the
installation process and create crisp and clean butt
joints and lines.

Plaster Control Joint • PCS

Plaster Channel Screed • PCS Plaster F-Mold • FPM

2-Piece Expansion Reveal • EXP

Drip Screed • DS 2-Piece Drip Screed • DS

Plaster T-Mold • TPM

Plaster J-Mold • JPM

Plaster V-Reveal • SVPlaster V-Reveal • DV

Plaster X-Mold • XPM Plaster Corner Mold • PCM Smooth Finish F-Mold •  SFF

Soffit W-Mold •  SWM

Smooth Finish Channel •  SFC

Aluminum Weep • AW

Flannery Trim boasts one of the most extensive product lines of aluminum plaster and 
stucco trims. We offer just about every kind of shape for a plaster wall from the smallest of 
Channel Screeds to the largest of Window Returns. These types of aluminum extrusions can 
trim out corners and walls where a decorative effect is desired. Having specialty trim can make 
all the difference on a large scale commercial project.

Aluminum Plaster Trims
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Flannery Prefabricated Systems        
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Flannery Trim manufactures an entire spectrum of high-quality 
metal brake shapes that are available in copper, aluminum,
stainless steel and galvanized steel. The Brake shapes we offer 
include custom J-shapes, flashings and weep screeds that assist in 
the movement of moisture through and away from an exterior wall 
system. The variety of metals that can be utilized in the
manufacturing of these trims allow for the different climate zone
requirements of a particular construction project.

Flannery Metal Brake Shapes

Metals Available:
.040” Clear Anodized Aluminum
.040” Mill Finish Aluminum
16 oz. Copper

26 ga. Galvanized Steel
26 ga. Stainless Steel Mill
26 ga. Brushed Stainless Steel

Flannery Fact:         
Flannery Trim provides a 
number of continuous 
soffit vents that give 
architects and contractors
options they need to 
address typical soffit
ventilation issues. 

We offer several aluminum
trim shapes for various 
soffit and ceiling 
applications. Whether 
you need to vent a 
stucco or EIFS soffit, or 
maybe need to replace 
an existing soffit, 
Flannery’s vents are 
sturdy and aesthetically 
pleasing ways to
incorporate air flow into 
an interior or exterior
soffit system.

Flannery offers several solutions for reducing the cost that comes from installing large scale grid 
systems of intersecting trims that an architect designs for a plaster wall. One of Flannery’s solutions 
is our Grid System which gives the installer all of the vertical trim pieces for the design already 
notched at the required intervals to receive the horizontal trim pieces to complete the grid layout.

Another solution that Flannery offers is our Square Panel System which is comprised of prefabricated 
squares of trim that are welded and ready to be installed. Each square is installed one after 
the other by the installer until the entire grid design is laid out on its own. When an architect 
designs a large scale grid system, the contractor who finishes the wall can rely on Flannery to
reduce their onsite cutting and installation time while guaranteeing a beautiful piece of wall art.

Square Panel System Grid System

Aluminum Plaster Trims
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Shape Finder for Cement Panel Trims

Cement Panel Screed • CPS Cement Panel  Z-Flash • CPZ 

Cement Panel J-Mold • CPJ

Cement Panel
Drip Cap • CPD

Cement Panel
Horizontal Reveal • CPHR

Cement Panel W-Mold • CPW

Cement Panel X-Mold • CPXCement Panel H-Mold • CPH

Cement Panel
Base Mold • CPB

Cement Panel F-Mold • CPFCement Panel
Inside Corner • CPIC

Cement Panel
Outside Corner • CPOC

Cement Panel Trims www.f lannerytrim.com
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For over 35 years, Flannery has been manufacturing aluminum trims for the drywall and
stucco industry and for the last decade we have enjoyed the success of our
Fiber Cement Panel trim line. Flannery’s Fiber Cement Panel trims are compatible with
all major manufacturers of fiber cement panels including Hardie, Allura and Nichiha. 

Trim Purpose
Flannery’s Cement Panel trims create an aesthetic reveal in Cement Panel walls by creating horizontal and
vertical reveal lines or where a panel wall terminates at an opposing wall or dissimilar material. Flannery’s
Cement Panel trims come in a number of depths for different panel thicknesses.
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Cement Panel Base Mold • DWV 

Fiber cement panel trims continue to be one of
Flannery’s fastest growing product lines. While fiber 
cement panels have become the norm in outdoor 
applications throughout the Northwest, the trend to 
use them in both commercial and residential 
construction has continued to move into several
other climate zones.

Flannery now carries over fifteen different trim profiles 
for both 5/16” and 7/16” fiber cement panels as well as 
shiplap 3/4” panels. There are a number of different 
panel trims that are in stock that can accommodate 
custom cement panel installations when utilized with 
furring strips and rain screens. We offer horizontal and 
vertical reveals, along with the various other trims to 
complete the design configurations where cement 
panels come together and the need for trim is apparent.

Did you know, Flannery also offers Composite Siding trims? Our Composite Siding Trims were specifically 
designed for siding products in multiple thickness to be used with any number of siding materials where board 
expansion and contraction is a concern. Our composite trim line includes starter strips to get your first layer of 
siding started and trims to help finish the edges of the siding at corners and dissimilar materials.

Flannery Fact:         

Flannery’s extruded aluminum trims are manufactured from aluminum alloy 6063 T5 and are typical 0.050”
nominal wall thickness. All stock lengths are 10 foot long while custom lengths can be ordered with minimum
requirements being achieved.  

Manufacturer’s Specifi cations

Cement Panel Trimswww.f lannerytrim.com
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A lot has changed about Flannery, Inc. over the years but one thing that remains the same is our dedication to
our customers. We value our relationships and look at each one as a partnership to create something significant.
Since our start in 1975, Flannery has understood what it takes to build quality projects. We have developed the
necessary trims to provide an attractiveness and function to any design.

Second to our customer service is our innovative ability to design products that meet the changes of our industry.
We have developed trims compatible with more than five different wall systems and are continuing to
innovate further. With our expertise in the trim industry and our onsite fabricating team we can provide you with a
variety of different options. We pride ourselves on our reputation to produce quality work while providing our
customers with the guidance and service they deserve. Let us help you in building something exceptional and
show you what sets us apart.

Dedication to Customer Service
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Wood Panel Reveal •  WPR Wood Panel H-Mold •  WPH Wood Panel J-Mold •  WPJ 

Wood Panel Inside
Corner Trim •  WPICWood Panel X-Mold •  WPX Wood Panel Outside

Corner Trim •  WPOC

Shape Finder for Millwork Panel Trims

Trim Purpose
The Millwork Panel Trims 
are fabricated with a 
3/8” face flange to 
ease installation. The 
flange is wider than 
normal therefore the 
installer does not have 
to finish the edge
of the panels.

Millwork Panel Trims www.f lannerytrim.com

Flannery offers millwork panel trims that can be used on interior wall and ceiling designs. 
Whether creating a reveal between panels, at the corner of two walls or when meeting
with a dissimilar material, our trims enhance any millwork panel installation.  
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